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(1980), The Bernreuter Personality Inventory (1981), and the Wstson- 
Pither inventory of Affective Teleranee (1941)*
8celes or instruments designed to refleet psyohiatrio classi­
fication have suffered from the same general weaknesses which 
characterise such categorising prooesses. The tendency in psychi­
atry la toward the discovery of the fluidity of clinical categories* 
The once impressive and rigid categories are now thought to be of 
only superficial uee« The shifting and fluid character of personal­
ity disorder a and of personality structure is becoming continually 
clearer. Hence the elaborate Inventories do not really tell much 
about the Individual, even though they affix to his impressive tags* 
Similarly, these self-rating aoalee and questionnaires which 
have been constructed to buttress particular psychological theories 
have suffered from the limit at ions of those theories. The question 
has had to be asked* *What do you know about an individual once you 
know that he is introverted? Or submissive? Or masculine? Or 
even plain naiad justed?4
Xt has seemed to this investigator that the answer too often 
has been* "Very little**
For example, Subject A may be found to be significantly intro­
verted in comparison with the general population or with his age 
and sex or occupational group* Yet he may have made a situational 
adjustment that has permitted him to function well and be in no 
danger of a breakdown* We do not know the reasons for his intro­
version* Again, Subject B may make a score indicating feminine
intersata that it considered statistically significant and indica­
tive perhaps of homosexuality* Yot this person nay very well have 
factors in hie environmental# experiential* and motivational 
complex which permit him a sufficient adjustment and sheer no homo­
sexuality#
The rating instruments# whether concerned with empirical entities 
or with theoretical constructs# have eventually found themselves con­
cerned with traits# Ihile there is no authoritative conclusion as 
to whether traits are basically generalised or specific with the 
individual* it would seem that the reasons for the appearance of 
traits are not reliably generalised.1 Baffling varieties of 
persons may be observed to present the same patterns of traits for 
diverse and confusing reasons# The inquiry seems always to turn 
back to purposiviaa# Why do people have the traits they have?
Which is tantamount to the question* Why are people as they are?
Albert £llies has summarised various criticisms of personality 
questionnaires as followsi
1# They do not bring out configurational meanings* like the 
ease study method of diagnosis presumably does* and hence can give 
no whole# or organisale* picture of human behavior#
1# Young# Kimball# Personality and Problems of Adjustment. Crofts, 
1947. pp. 285 - i & Y
2# Ellis# Albert# "The Validity of Personality Questionnaires," 
Psychological Bulletin* Vol# 45# Ho# S* Sept# 1946* pp* 585 - 
440#
—4 -
Alexander, F* "Evaluation of statistical and analytical 
methods in psychiatry and psychology*" Amer* J, Ortho* 
psychiatry, 1954, 4* 455*458*
lirkpatrlek, 0* "A critical note on the statistical study 
of personality reactions* J* Abnormal and Social Psychol­
ogy 1958, 28, 168-171,
layman, Emma M« "An item analysis of the adjustment 
questionnaire,” J* Psychology, 1940, 10, 87-106,
2, They may sometimes give an adequate picture of a group of
persona, btkt rarely can be of use in individual diagnosis*
Prank, L* K, "Projective methods for the study of 
personality," J, Psychology, 1958, 8, 509-415*
Moore, H, & Steele, Isabel, "Personality tests*"
J* Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1954, 29, 45-52,
Spencer, D. "Fulcra of Conflict•" Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
tl.Y.i World Book Co., 1938,
Termsn, L, M. "The measurement of personality," Science, 
1934, 80, 606-603*
3* Personality cannot be described in terms of single traits,
such as neurotic isra, Questionnaires which purport to estimate such
& trait are really measuring a composite of several different ones*
Guilford, J, P. & Guilford, Ruth B* "An analysis of the 
factors in a typical test of introvertion-extroversion,"
J* Abnormal and Sooial Psychology, 1934, 28, 577-599, 
Moaler, C* I* "A factor analysis of certain neurotic 
symptoms," Psychometrika, 1957, g, 265-286,
4* The questionnaire is sometimes unreliable, and when this
is the case, it cannot have a high validity either,
Bingham, W* V, "Reliability, validity, end dependability," 
J, Appl* Psychology, 1932, 16, 116-122*
Lents, T. F* "Reliability of opin.ion.aire technique studied 
intensively by the retest method," J* Soe. Psychology, 
1934, 5, 338-364#
S, Seme questionnaires (like the Bemreuter Personality
Inventory) which purport to measure several distinct traits are.
*5*
at best, measuring the same one under two or store different names.
Lorgs, I* "Peraonality traits by fiat* I. The analysis 
of the total trait scores and toys of the Bemreuter
Personality Inventory." J, Bduc. Psychology, 1935, 26, 
873-278,
Perry, R. C. "Analysis of group factors in certain 
adjustment questionnaires#* Psyohol, Bull., 1933, 80,
S9B«
Ferry, R. 0* *A group faster analysis of the adjustmnt 
questionnaire." Southern California Educational Monograph, 
1983*1934, S, 1-03.
6« Cultural factors, which cause persons raised in different
ocsnoiunitiee to make different responses to the questionnaires, m y  
interfere with their validity.
Slum, E» "Differences between Chinese and American reaction
to the Bernreuter Personality Inventory." J. Sooial Psych­
ology, 1936, 7, 471-474.
7, Questions on personality schedules are interpreted in
different ways by different individuals, sad hence make test results
suspect.
Elsenberg, P. "Individual interpretation of psycho*
neurotic inventory items." J. Gen. Psychology, 1941,
26, 19*40,
3. There is a general over-estia&tion, or self-halo, effect 
when normal persons tafes personality questionnaires.
Allport, 0, W, Personality* a Psychological Interpretation.
Hewr York* Henry Holt, 1937.
Laslett, H. E. & Bennett, Elisabeth. "A comparison of 
scores on two issasures of personality." J. Abnormal 
and Sooial Psychology, 1954, 23, 459*461.
9. Most subjects oan easily falsify their answers to paper
and pencil tests of personality, and frequently choose to do so.
Allport, G. W. Personality* a Psychological Interpreta­
tion. New York* Henry Holt, 1937.
10* Qaxttomudrei a n  aWaiatertd oodar *11 sorbs of con­
ditions, sol tbs motivations of their respondents any vary in 
consequence* Tree clinical rapport is not possible under sueh 
circumstances*
Byssuk, H« J* "The offset of Incentives on neurotics, 
sod tbs variability of nourotios as ooaparod with aomale,” 
Brit* d* Mod* Psychol*, 1944, 20, 100-103.
Frank, B* Notability of quoetionnaira response**
J* Abnormal and Sooial Psychology, 1936, 30, 320-324* 
Mailer* B» * Personality teats.* In Bunt, J* MeV, (Ed), 
Personality and the Behavior Disorders* Heir Yorlci 
Ronald Press, 1944*
Yemen, P, E* "The attitudes of the subject in personality 
testing,* J, Appl, Psychol., 1934, 19, 166-167.
11* The manner in which responses must be made in questionnaires
for example, on a YES? HO or on a r&ting-seale basis —  may Influence
the validity of schedules*
Lorgs, I* "Gen-like» Halo or reality?* Psychol, Bull,, 
1937, 34, 646-646.
18* The manner ha which the directions of a test are given may
significantly affeot the results made on it*
MoQuitty, L. L* "Condition* affecting the validity of 
personality Inventories* I." J* Soo. Psychol*, 1942,
16, 83-39*
van Wagenea, H* 3. The Stability of Self-Description 
Tests of Personality Adjustment. Hem York* Author, 1935*
14* The particular way in which questions are stated, sad 
their vocabulary range, may cause many ad sunder st and lags by the 
respondents, and thus adversely affect test validity*
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flaaptea, ?• "Language difficulties of the Benureuter 
Personality Inventory." J, Eduo, Psychol*, 1941, 82 
471*478•
Papurt, M, J, *A study of the Woodworth Psychoneurotio 
Inventory with suggested revision*" J* Abnom, Soo, 
Psychol*, 1090, 29, 33B-3S2.
Ruadquist, B, A, "Pom of statement in personality 
measurement," J* Eduo, Psychol,, 1940, 81, 154-147,
18, Testing is semetines an artificial procedure which seems
to have little to do with real-life situations, and in these instances
its results ese not very valid*
Srait, II, H. "Personality testing in the light of the 
situational approach," Auer, J, Psyehiat*, 1981, 10, 
889*884,
list sen, 0, "Best steps in personality measurement*" 
Character & Para., 1988, 2, 66*78,
Id* Sane personality questionnaires are "validated" against
ether questionnaires from whioh, in turn, their items were largely
taken, thus rendering their "validations" spurious,
Basnets, 6, "in analysis of Bevareuter's Personality 
Inventory," Psychol» Bull*, 1984, 81, 988,
17, Even when the respondent does his best to answer questions 
truthfully, he may laok insight Into his true behavior or nay un­
consciously be quite a different person than the picture he drees
of himself on the test*
Alexander, F, "Evaluation of statistical and analytical 
Methods in psychiatry and psychology," Amor, J, Ortho- 
psychiat,, 1954* 4, 488-488,
Laslett, H« R, & Bennett, Elisabeth, "A comparison of 
soores on tons measures of personality," J, Abaorn, See, 
Psychol,, 1984, 88, 489—461,
18, Host questionnaires consist of a pot-pourri of items of 
much or little or no significance, so that no one quite blows what
-a-
thair total scores really mean*
Watson* 0* "Hext steps in personality measurement** 
Character ft Bin*, 1988* 8, 86-73*
80* Hhile low (or neurotic) soorea cm personality schedules
nay mean something, high (or nan-neurotio) scores may swan nothing
at all, and nay In fast Sndloato serious maladjustment*
Johnson, Hope* "Objectlee tests* Including the 
Berareuter Personality Inventory, as constructive 
elements in a counseling technique** iiaer* J* Orthe- 
psyehiat*, 1936* 6* 431-436*
Landis, C* ft Hats, 6* S« *fhe validity of certain 
questionnaires which purport to measure neurotic 
tendencies*" J* Appi* Psychol** 1984* 18, 343-356,
81* Armchair* rather than empirical, o met ruction and
evaluation of test items is frequently the case in personality
questionnaires •
Landis* C** Zubin, J*, ft Kate* 8* S* "Empirical 
evaluation of three personftlity adjustment inventories*" 
J* Sdue* Psyehol.* 1936* 86* 881-880*
81* tJheritieal use of statistical procedures with many
personality tests add a spurious reality to data which were none
too aeourate in the first plaoe*
Landis* C* "Questionnaires end the study of 
personality** J* lerv* Meat, Die*, 1936, 68, 185-184*
88* Questionnaires of the YES HO type often foroe inaccurate 
judgments on their respondents, sinee no intermediate responses 
ere allowed*
Landis* C« "Questionnaires and the study of personality," 
J* Herv* Meat* Dls«, 1936, 83, 186-134*
tt« Many personality tests ehloh claim to mrari the sane
traits —  o«s«( introwrslca-oatroverslaa —  have very lew inter-
oornlitleu with eaoh ether*
Fleming» £« G* "Bastion* intelligence* end introversion." 
J. Gen. Psychol,, 1938, 7, 201-805*
Guthrie, fi* B* *ta souring introver a ion sad extroversion*" 
J* Ataeva* Soe* FSyohol** 1927* 22* 82*89«
Stagner, B* "The interoorrelations of some standard 
personality tests** J* Appl* Psychol** 1952* 16* 453-464.
26* Shove eve no statistical short-cuts to the understanding
of huaaa nature* sueh as the ones many test mate re try to arrive at
through Involved factorial analyses*
Burks* Barters S* "Personality oeeree in relation to 
measurement*" J, Soe* Psychol*, 1956* 7* 140-149*
Toman* L* M« "The measurement of personality*" Goienoo, 
1954* 80* 606-608*
26* Khan used for occupational purposes* personality question­
naires give their respondents incentives to over-rate themselves* 
and are consequently usually invalid*
Trailer, A* £* "The use of testa and rating devices in 
the appraisal of personality*" Hew York* Educational 
Records Bureau* 1942* Educational Research. Bulletin 
Ho* 83* revised ed*
Vernon, P* E* "The attitudes of the subject in personality 
testing*" J* ippl* PSychol** 1934* 18* 166-167*
Qa the other hand* it Is probable that most counselors and 
psychotherapists have found a onto cao or another of the available 
personality scales to be useful as an aid to oouasoling* Bills 
summarises suoh opinions In this fashions
"In the hands of an experienced clinician, personality tests
may give valuable inforsiatior. about their respondents. Evan though
total scores nay be somerjhat meaningless, examination ol* individual
responses nay provide valid clinical material."1
Gorham, D. R» & Brotemarkle, E. A. "Challenging three 
standardized emotional tests for validity and employ­
ability," J, Appl* Psychol,, 1929, 13 , C54*»E61»
Hunt, W,, Witt eon, C, L», & Harris, H. 1. "The screen 
tost in military select ion." Psychol. Rev., 1944, 51, 
57-46,
Tho scores of an individual on any given scale or inventory 
almost always have to be "rationalized," That is to say, the 
tendency indicated by the score must be explained in terns of what 
the counselor knows ef the individual’s particular experience and 
specific problems. The scale is thus useful not as an arbitrary 
indication, but as a suggestive mechanism. Often the total score 
cannot be used at all, although the responses to selected items 
may indicate fruitful leads for follow-up.
It has seemed to this investigator that one possible reason 
for the general unsatisfactory nature of personality inventories 
may be the inadequacy of the personality theories in the light of 
which they are constructed. This does not imply that there Is any 
one perfect or wholly adequate theory of personality, nor that a 
scale constructed with reference to it (if there were one) would 
be the best possible scale.
1. Ellis, Albert, "The Validity of Persor.e.l5.ty Questionnaires,* 
Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 43, No. 5, p*338.
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It does Imply that such a scale. If satisfactorily constructed, 
might be an iaproveiacnt over existing scales* Zt night at least point 
the way toward a more realistie approach to scale const ruction.
This writer is aware that there are too many existing theories 
of personality for convenient summary in a modest space* Keeh 
psychological eystam, and each variation of the many systems, eon- 
tributes its bit to explaining the phenomena of personality*
She most exhaustive review of theories of personality with which 
this Investigator is acquainted is to be found in 9* w, Allport *s 
Personality! a Psychological Interpretation^ Bolt* 1937* A sampling 
of the more outstanding theories may be lnoluded^here*
1* The Freudian theory.* Freud is chiefly concerned with two 
tendencies, the life instinct - eros, libido, sex - and 
the death instinct* He sees a strict determinism in 
psychological processes* Three interacting factors, the 
id, the ego, and the superego, males up personality structure* 
The id represents roughly biological ufgeei the ego, 
attitudes and habits of the present s«nft the superego, 
the moral self or conscience which controls the relations 
of the id vdth the ego* The id urges are continually being 
repressed by the superego, and the consequent displacement 
is damaging to the ego*
2* The Adlerian theory*2 For Adler, striving toward any goal 
is In accordance with a basic motivation of desire for 
poser* Blocking of the ego or self in this striving for 
poser gives rise to compensatory activity. Thus, feelings 
of inferiority will be turned into striving for superiority* 
Discontent with femininity will be turned into striving 
for masculinity*
1* Freud, Sigmund* Basic Writings. Modern Library, 1938.
2* Young, Kimball* Personality & Problems of Adjustment* Crofts, 
1947, p* 283*
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Trait theories «*• Cattail, Woodworth, and Thorndike are 
outstanding among psychologists who pioneered in the
Study of personality with reference to patterns of traits# 
The trait theories in general assnme titat personalities 
vary in relation to the distinguishing traits, and depend 
upon tu© assumption that various elements are constant 
and meaningful, Personality a3 a summation of discrete 
parts or elements is stressed at the expense of integration. 
Social interactional and cultural factors are ignored*
The Gestalt theory,® Lewin, a leader in this field, sees
personality as a coufIgvtratlon of features, aspects, or 
forces. This theory Is in direct opposition to the trait 
theories.
The personalistic theory,® G. W* Allport, who confesses 
that ho derives from Stern, is foremost in developing a 
theory of personality which sees the individual as a 
law unto himself. The individual must be considered from 
his own unique frame of reference. This theory is in 
opposition to both the Freudian and the cultural tivories.
The social-interactional theory,^ This theory considers
the personality ”to be fundamentally & social-cultural 
product, but one which Is always in a dynamic or moving 
state of equilibrium or disequilibrium v/ith reforer.ee to 
the particular group and its culture at a given time and 
place«n
This writer iias no Quarrel with any of these theories, or 
related theories, as such, but non© of then seems so satisfactory 
and comprehensive in re lot ion to tlis whole field of personality 
as does that theory which is associated with the name of 7, S# Fisher, 
Although it may boar some traess of derivation, from Freud, Jung, and 
Adler, the particular construct is Fisher’s own, IMsher calls it the
1, Young, Kimball, Personality i± Problems of Ad.justment, Crofts, 
1947. pp. 385-28?!
2. Ibid, p. 239.
3* Allport, op. sit.
4, Young, op. ©it., p. 295.
4*
5*
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autooorreetlve prinelple* In this paper it is called the ego- 
raoisl theory of personality,
Fisher finds man an animal vrlth three distinguishing modes or 
categories of behavior*
“1# Activity, the purpose or goal of which is the maintenance 
and furthoranoe of one's own physical well-being* This category 
include a all activity which hag to do with the fulfillment of such 
motive8 as hunger, thirst, the need of shelter, the elimination and 
avoidance of physical suffering, and so forth* Much of the average 
nan* s life is devoted to this typo of activity*
*8. Activity, the purpose or goal of which is the propagation 
of the species* Here we find those activities which spring from 
such motives as sox, love, sympathy, suggestibility. Different 
individuals vary markedly with respect to the amount of time which 
they devote to the activities belonging to this category*
"S, Activity, the purpose or goal of which is self-digtinetion 
or individuation. The motives in human nature from which this type 
of activity results are variously labeled as egoism, ambition, the 
power motive, self-aseerfciveness, and so forth* These three broad 
classes of behavior them are, psyehobiologieally sneaking, the 
irreducible types which include all human activity,"*
The usual life pattern of the individual finds him achieving 
a modest Individual distinction while at the same time and with 
roughly the same energy expenditure he is entering in such activities
1* Fisher, 7. I., Antocorroctivisn, Carton, 1357, up, 27-23,
«14«
U  Mtl&gi shlld mrlngi and social duties which serve to invest
his feroes end meaning In the group and rase* Various types of 
training and life experience tend to result in an exaggeration of 
the individual's activities in one or the other of two basic direc­
tions* ("Those motives which subserve the ohyeieal needs of the 
individual rarely come into sharp conflict with either of the other 
two sets of motives*") A person may a case to spend a disproportionate 
amount of his total time and energy on distinguishing and enhancing 
his Individual self and his individual meaning* Or he may come to 
Spend a disproportionate amount of his total time and energy in 
merging his life, his energy* and his identity or his meaning in 
the lives of others* in group activity, in the future of the raee«
When the individual*a development is exaggerated toward either 
extreme, we find an unbalance* But something happens* The individual 
does not collapse* Says Fisheri "We are forced to assume in the 
human individual an autoeorreetive principle or function, a motive 
which is directed to the end of maintaining a quantitative balance 
between the racial and ego motive systems* Autooorreetive activity 
ooeurdjor tends to occur in the ease of the individual in whom either 
racial or ego interests have become exaggerated* Depending upon the 
degree of exaggeration, auoh a condition constitutes an inner 
emergency situation* The stronger interests would tend to absorb 
more and more of the individual's energies till a condition of 
complete enslavement to a single type of goal existed, and the 
twofold biological meaning of the individual's life were destroyed*
-18-
Bat *hen a certain point or degree of mental unbalance is reached, 
the individual reacts* or endeavora to react, in euoh a manner as 
to check the farther extension of the predominant interest* This 
mode of roasting* which we cell aut©corrective* has the sole purpose
and end of maintaining or restoring a quantitative mental balance*
It naturally follows that autocorroctive activity is usually painful 
or distressing and unintelligible* and often enough in opposition 
both to the individual*s consciously most highly esteemed goals 
and to socially sanctioned objectives* And since it is felt by 
the individual to be an infringement of his freedom and perceived 
by others as an incapacitation* it is regarded universally as 
being wholly detrimental* In matter of fact* however* the nervous 
or neurotic person*b symptoms* his autocorreotiv© devices or 
attainments, stand solidly between his psyehobiologic integrity 
r.ufi mi utter prostration, fanaticism* or insanity."-*-
"Inasmuch as the ‘normi?.!* parson’s activity is subserved 
by a relatively adequate degree of balance end. integration of racial 
end ego-motivee or interests* whatever a -.tooorreetive f unctioning 
ther'e Is, is not alearly apparent, But in the case of the abnormal 
individual, particularly the neurotic* the major part of his activity 
may be of this type. And once the true nature of neurotic behavior 
is understood* on© is reminded of the behavior of the man who 
suddenly sees that his house is afire and, casting aside all other 
interests of the moment* devotes hi isslf exclusively to the task 
of extinguishing the blase. In the case of the neurotic, too,
1* Fisher, V* B. Aqtooorrcetiviea, Saxton* 1987* pp, 56-67*
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espeoially observable at the time of the nervous breakdown, every­
day interests are laid aside and his energy is devoted to his obstruct­
ing some dangerously exaggerated striving* Thus the neurotic's symptom 
is purposive and corrective* and until rendered unnecessary it con­
stitutes the individual's principal safeguard against a threatened 
further loss of mental balance*"*
Going along with the assumptions of Fisher's theory* it would 
appear that personality disturbances or "breakdowns" ocour chiefly 
when an Individual has come to utilize most of his energy in striving 
toward one or the other of two goalss distinction of the self* or 
immolation of the self, Distinction of the self might not necessarily 
imply winning international renown. It slight as easily take the fora 
of relatively small self-indulgences on which the individual's attention 
might be centered intensely* And on the other hand* immolation cf 
?©2f, or excessive denial of self-interest, would not necessarily 
include the sensational qualities of sacrifice. It might in a given 
instance represent the personal enslavement of a relatively weaker 
person to a relatively stronger person.
This writer has observed considerable difficulty even on the 
part of supposedly sophisticated persons in understanding the mean­
ing of "selfless" and "egoistic" activity. It seems that the 
difficulty chiefly lies in our cultural endowment of virtue for the 
concept "selfless" and disapproval for the concept "ogoistio". One 
should Strive to adopt an antiseptic viewpoint, Exaggerated self­
less interest does not necessarily imply virtuej the interest may be
1, Fisher, V. B* Autooorrectivism, Caxfcon, 1937, pp, 67-68,
*17-
grudglngly m A  graoeleesly given, as in the ease of the easlavenwnt, 
Sxaggersted ego interest does not necessarily imply odiuaj It may 
be Indulged with little ostentation end with no Intent to offend.
If neurotic symptoms represent an eotoeerreetive effort to 
resist exaggerated strivings in one of tee directions, it should 
be interesting and clinically useful to know of a person whether 
or net his strivings are tending toward exaggeration in either 
direction* After all, an Individual may be found to possess a 
trait or pattern of traits* or he may be found to coincide in 
interests end attitudes with persons tagged with a psychiatric 
syndrome* Yet the person in question may be making an adequate 
adjustment to his particular environment* Can we foretell trouble 
for him? If we might dissent a tendency toward exaggeration of ego 
or racial strivings* it seems that we can,
A rating instrument which would do the job of discovering a 
person's orientation in regard to Fisher's two personality variants 
would seam to ms to be of great value for the clinician* It would 
simplify diagnosis by separating the situational maladjustments 
from the deeper-lying personality disturbances. It would give the 
clinician a sure and fundamental knowledge of the personality 
pattern of his patient in place of the trait-oriented profile which 
seems largely meaningless to many workers.
In a scrutiny of the psychological literature, this writer has 
not found a single worker who so much as recognised or admitted the 
importance of the problem, let alone one who undertook to measure 
the relative dominance of ego and racial Interests in individual 
personality* This paper represents the beginning of an attempt.
-IS*
II. The Problem
If we m « u m  tho validity of Fisher’e ego-racial theory of 
personality development, we look upon the appearance of neurotic 
activity of neurotic eyegtooa ee ea end result following a process 
of exaggeration of one or another basic set of strivings orver a 
period of tine* he asstne that such an exaggeration, in whatever 
form, is the irreducible prerequisite of neurotic behavior. Xt 
would follow then that exaggeration of either ego or racial 
propensities would always ho found in the individual prior to or 
at the tine of the neurotic breakdown, /ad it would seas obvious, 
furthermore, that indications of exaggeration of ego or racial 
striving, beyond a certain erltioal point, unique for each individual, 
would he a dependable prediction of the appearance of neurosis.
How if the exaggeration of ego or racial actives takes place 
over an extended poriod, it would cetr/a that meaeurarunt of the 
preponderance of either of these seta of motives would have to 
proceed through oxalination of loag-tem, attitudes, as opposed to 
lmraediat® or current interests* It should be possible to raeosure 
such established attitudes in tersae of the individual’s reaction to 
ao**oalled fundamental or basic life situations and concerns* Such 
attitudes form slowly and chang© only gradually, thus presenting 
a relatively stable stratum for survey and iieasuracsni.
This relative stability of basic attitudes is in distinct
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contmat to the trait patterns measured by other personality softies* 
Hot only do trait* themselves change with considerable rapidity 
In relation to a given individual, but the meaning of any given 
trait varies widely among the general population.^
It is recognised on the other hand that the discovery of the 
so-called basic attitudes ia by no neons, easy* An attitude toward 
a certain matter m y  indicate egoistic orientation on the part of 
one Individual, and its opposite on the part of another individual* 
nevertheless. It is tit* hypothesis of this paper that it is possible 
to discover life situations and problems to .vhlch the general 
population will present stable attitudes indicating egoistic and 
selfless orientation and fron which neurotic individual* and 
groups will vary significantly*
Wo now proceed to the testing of the hypothesis*
1, Young, Timbal1. Personality and Problems of Ag'nstmcnt, Crofts, 
1947. p. 287.
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III* Method of Prooedure
Items for Fora I of tho scale were selected over a period of 
two Tears* beginning In 1944* Items were chosen on the basis of 
attitudes which seemed to be held consistently by individuals tending 
toward either the egoistic or the selfless extreme* These judgments 
were admittedly subjectIra, No objective criteria for the measure* 
meat of selfless or egoistic interests have ever been established* 
Definitions were established at the outset* however* and conscientiously 
adhered to insofar as possible* These definitions were as follows s
1* The egoistic person* One who spends the greater part of his
or her time and energy on individual osrafert, gratification* 
indulgence* and sslf-enhancement* This person uses Whatever 
me ana or endeavor is asst available to him to make himself 
seem Important In his own eyes and in the eyes of others*
8* The selfless person* One who spends the greater part of his
oar her tine and energy in activities concerned with tho needs* 
comfort a, and self-esteem of one or more other persons* This 
person uses whatever means or endeavor is most available to
him toward the end of merging his energies and personal meanings 
with the lives and meanings of other individuals or of a group*
Insofar as was practicable* each item was discussed with some 
one or more persons who might be assumed to have aeumaa in the 
judgment of personality variants* She items were discussed in a 
general way in relation to the attitudes under consideration* Final 
selesrbion depended upon the subjective judgment of the writer*
One hundred items were selected out of several times that many 
items considered* For saoh item* the subject tested was allowed 
five ohoioea of the degree in which he embraced the attitude suggested*
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Xhe five dagreee ware indicated by tho Xottor* a,b,o,d,e, —  
with £  representing perfect or very strong identificaticn or agreement 
of tho subject with tho attitude, b moder&toly strong agreement, £  
«wr<(t agreement, £  loss than average agroeapoot, and £  very little 
or no agreement* Tho auooesaion of tho letters was varied for each 
item to guard against perseveration or set*
in arbitrary or non*weighted scoring prooedure was fixed upon.
Tor eaoh item, porfoot acceptance of whleh was assumed to indicate 
strong egoistic tendencies, £  was given tho scoring value of 5, £  4,
£  4, £  8, and £  1, For each item, porfoot acceptance of which was 
assumed to indicate strong selfless tendencies, tho scoring values 
wore reversed* Xt was thus determined that tho maximum score would 
bo 600, and the minimum score 100, with tho theoretical or arbitrary 
balance at 300* Tho assumption was that scores above 300 would begin 
to indicate egoistic preponderance, while scores below 300 would begin 
to indioato selfless preponderance*
The first version of the scale was scored by the 
nan-weighted method for an unselooted population of 80 college 
students, approximately divided into male and female. These 
were freshman students at Montana State University, Missoula,
Montana* Testing with tho first version was abandoned when 
it beosme apparent that
thA system of Audi m b tog alternate degrees for tho various items 
(a,b,o,d,e) of farod eonsldarable opportunity for oonfusian sad 
sight invalidate the results* Before the testing was abandoned, 
seores for a group of 10 selected psyohotics were obtained, these 
psyohotios were selected from among those institutionalised at 
Montane State Hospital, Warn Springs* Montana, The testing was 
done by Mrs* Fred Merritt, resident psychologist.
For the first normal population, a reliability coefficient was 
derived by the odd«even oor re lotion method, end oorrocted for the 
whole teat by the Bpearaan formula* A eritioal ratio woe established 
between the normal and the psychotic groups,
The soale urns then revised In an effort to simplify the 
language of the items, ramove ambiguities, and provide clear and 
easily understandable degrees of acceptance for each item. The 
attitudes sought after by the original 100 items remained, but 
the wording of the items was often so changed end simplified that 
the assumption of a different response seemed justified.
This revised soale was administered to a mixed group (Group 1) 
of 143 unselooted and supposedly normal college students at Idaho 
State College, Pocatello, Idaho, It was also administered to IS 
seleeted paychonaurotica from the clientele of Dr, V• E, Fisher, 
add from those who came to the attention of the writer at
Idaho State College, Scoring values for each item were determined 
by means of an abac prepared by Strong,^ This abac ia baaed upon a
1, An unpublished photostatio copy of this abac was available
through the oourtesy of E. A, Atkinson.
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foraula developed by Xelley*, and provide* scoring value* ranging 
frcm'O to 32 in tem* of the percentage of responses of a given 
kind by any two groups which differ according to some criterion* 
Positive scoring weights were assigned those items preferred by a 
greater percentage of pByohoneurcties, while negative weights were 
assigned items prof erred by a greater percentage of normals* Minus 
values were avoided by adding an even 200 to each rear score*
A fresh normal population of 60 unselected college students and 
nurses (Group II) was then tested mad scored by the weighted scale, 
and a critical ratio was established between this new normal group 
and the eayeheneuretio group* For a fully valid critical ratio it 
wee desirable to have a fresh psyohoiaeurotlo group also, but this 
was net possible, inasmuch as the payehcaeuroties were selected by 
the slew process of clinical observation* Since the psyohoneurotie 
group contributed to the establishment of scoring weights through 
the item count, it was to bo suspected that the resulting eritioal 
ratio (validity) would be spuriously high*
The high critical ratio resulting confirms this suspicion, and it 
is further confirmed by the low critical ratio resulting from 
re-sooring of the Group II scales on the original subjective basis.
For the second normal population, a reliability coefficient 
was derived as before for both the weighted and the subjective 
scorings,
1, Kelley, T, L* The Scoring of Alternative Responses with
Reference to Some Criterion** Journal of Educational Psychology, 
25.504-510, 1934,
Tablo I - Soalo Fora I 
Comparison of tho Soores of a Group of Homals and a Group of Payehotloa
Homals Psyohotios
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Table I sham the rang© and distribution of aoores for nomale 
sad psychotic* on Fwrm I of tha socle# The mean, sigma, sigma average, 
•ipsa difference, and aritioal rati# ara given* Tha arltiaal ratio 
M a m  tha groups ia 1*16, indicating that F o m  I of tha aaale doas 
sat discriminate adequately between normals and payehotioa as groups.
It w.™ be rao ailed that, accord lag to tha a priori scoring system, 
tha seen of tha noraal group should hare bee* 500. Tha fact that it 
falls below 900 (664) may possibly ba a rof loot Ion of our cultural 
values, which traditionally encourage tha individual to behave, or to 
assume that he behaves, rather more selflessly than egoistically*
0a tha other hand, it may reflect nothing xaors then the 
indeterminable difficulty, previously predicted, of deciding 
whether a given individual’s as lection of an item indicates 
egoistic or selfless propensities.
Tha fact that tha moan of the psychotic group falls at 900 
most bo regarded as most likely due to chance, in view of tha 
anallnoss of tha group*
The product "wcraont correlation of odd and even items for the 
normal group reveals a correlation of tha half test of -*0S£.
Corrected by tha Spearman formula, the correlation indicating the 
internal reliability of the whole test heoomee -*066* This ie 
virtually a reliability of sero* It means that the scale nsasuros 
nothing consistently, and ia this fora Is of no value for any purpose*
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Table g  - Soalc Fora II
Comparison of tho 8cores of Normals ead Psyohoneurotic# (weighted scoring)
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Table II shows the rang* and distribution of weighted scores for 
noraals and payohaueurotics on Fora II of the scale, and Table III 
shown the sane for subjective scoring* The mean* signa, sigma average* 
sigma difference, and critioal ratio are given* For the weighted soorea, 
minus values were eliminated by adding 200 to each of the raw soorea* 
While a normal group, other than tha one us ad for it on count to 
establish scoring weight*, was tasted for comparison purposes, no 
fresh group of psyohonourotios was available for the critical ratio*
It may be assumed that because of this, the critical ratio figure of 
10*7 is too high* How much too high ia indicated in part by the 
critical ratio of 1*39 when subjective scoring was used*
It should bo noted that Form II with weightod scoring shows no 
overlapping; at the extremes of tha scores* The highest normal score 
(210) is lower than the lowest neurotic score (214). With subjective 
scoring, the overlapping for tho normal and neurotic groups is virtually 
complete, the low score being the some for both groups (269), end the 
high, score 314 for the normals and 310 for the neuroties*
The product-sonwnt correlation of odd and even items for Group II 
reveals a correlation of the half test (weighted scoring) of -*16* 
Corrected by the Spearman formula, the correlation indicating the 
Internal reliability of tho whole test beoous a «**27* Tho subjective 
scoring yields a reliability coefficient of plus*273, possibly 
indicating that tho way to perfecting the aeedo iaay lie in refining 
subjective judgment, but definitely emphasising tho lack of reliability, 
and hence validity, of the test*
Ill general* it it nat possible to aay wJiether either Fora I 
or Form II measures egoistic tad selfless factors In any degree*
Qua still has not solved the problem of the nature of a given 
subject's neurottoiaa* fetch more extensive testing of payohoncurotlog» 
rigorously selected for their desuntstrstlcn of one or another extreme* 
will be necessary before It Is possible to proceed further toward the 
proving of the hypothesis*
Since the highest coefficient of reliability is *279* it may not 
be assumed that the scale in either form is measuring any factor 
consistently* The low reliability point® to a laotc of consistency 
in the scale which precludes any possible validity*
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T* Conclusion 
5H2BSEt
A self-rating soale for personality measurement iru developed 
In an effort to massure tho relative strength of egoistic and self­
less tendencies In tho personality, <hto hundred items were chosen 
on tho boats of subjective judfpnent, beds were discussed with other 
persona before finally being selected* Items were so looted on the 
basts of their probable selectivity in discriminating between persons 
predominantly oriented toward egoism and persons predominantly oriented 
toward selflessness*
At the cutset an important problem lay in determining the 
existence of objective criteria for validation of the scale* It 
was decided to compare the results of the scale when administered 
to selected psychctlee with the results from a general normal 
population* Form 1 of the soale listed five degrees of fitness or 
appropriateness for each item, designating the alternatives a,b,c,d,9 , 
and varying the succession of the letters to avoid the influence of 
set* Arbitrary scoring weights* subjectively determined* were 
attached to eaoh alternative.
The soale was administered to 10 selected psyohoties at 
Montana State Hospital* Warm Springs* Montana, and to 80 unselected 
college freshmen from various classes at Mcmtsaa State University, 
Missoula, Montana,
Fens II of the soale was a revision made necessary by the 
wording of some of the Items and by the confusion caused by
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rotation of tho letters indicating alternative decreea of fitness 
of tho items, Form II was adminiaterod to 143 unselseted college 
students at Idaho State College, Pocatello, Idaho, and to 16 selected 
payohonsrurotioa • A further unselected normal population made up of 
60 college students end nurses was tested for a validation group,
3coring weights were derived on the basis of an item count and the 
establishment of percentage relationships. Scoring weights were 
taken from an abac table (Strong), and were given plus and minus 
values in relation to whether more neurotica or more normals chose 
the item, The group of 60 was also scored on the original subjective 
basis. The critical ratio method was used to determine the degree to 
which the soale would discriminate between normal and psychotic, and 
normal and neurotic groups.
Specific Conclusions
S N M M B ie e a iM a m B M w s M ts M M M iiM M M s a e
The validity of Fora I is low, as indicated by the split-half 
reliability coefficient of -,066, and by the critical ratio between 
the normal and psychotic groups of 1,35, Subjective or a priori 
scoring seems to be unsatisfactory in this instance,
IShen weighted scoring was used with Fora II, the oritical ratio 
between normal and psyehoneurotio groups is 10,7, This ratio is too 
high because no fresh group of psyohoneurotics was available for 
comparison, Hlhen subjective scoring was used, eliminating the fault, 
the critical ratio was only 1,39, On the subjective scoring basis, a 
high score does not indicate nsurotiolsm more than does a law score.
Fora II shows a reliability coefficient of -.27 for weighted 
scoring, and plus ,279 for subjective scoring. The low reliability 
is the conclusive indicator of low validity. The oritical ratio 
figures are not significant because of the small 5 of the psychotic 
and neurotic groups.
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1* Pona XI should bo revised further to refine tho general 
oording of the items* suad to eliminate ambiguities insofar as possible* 
Each item should ho subjected further to smpcL leal analysis and to 
subjective evaluation* boss discriminating items should bo dropped*
Tho first objective is to oanstruet a soale with a reasonable degree 
of reliability*
8* The revised soale should be administered to a raaioh larger 
group of selected peyohonaurotiaa, and to a l rgor group of nomal 
eubjeets taken at random from the general population so as to avoid 
the selection that may oocur in college populations. Mew soorlng 
weights should too established from this tasting* Further testing 
should than bo done with other payohoneurotie groups and with other 
normal groups* and now validity and reliability coefficients should 
be established* All scales should be scored an a weighted basis 
end alio on a aubjaoti/o basis to see which yields the greater 
reliability*
3* Tho soale should be correlated with otkor instruments for 
personality cisaaurement# Aoaesg those should be tho Inventory of 
Affeotiw Tolerance* tho aeroreutor Personality Inventory, and the 
Minnesota ^ultiphasie Personality Inventory*
4* In order to establish clinioal validity, and in order to 
attaok further the problem of measuring egoistic and selfless factors, 
the scale should be actnin 3. stored to selected psyohOTeurotioa who ore 
rated aa excessively egoistic or excessively selfless by several 
clinicians in divers# areas*
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Ttl * Appendix
Itpm Analysis and Scoring Weights
Item Percentage Proportion Scoring Weight
Normals (145) Payehoneurotios (16)
a. 2 12 8
b. 10 26 5
•• 55 25 -2d* 62 19 -8e. 3 19 9
a* 2 6 6b. 8 6 -1
0* 26 25 0
d. 53 38 1e* 32 26 -2
a* 4 12 6
b« 38 44 1
0. 60 31 -4d. 6 13 4
e. 2 0 -10
a* 22 6 -7
b. 27 13 -S
0. 24 31 2
d. 13 12 -1
• • 14 38 7
a* 1 0 -10
b. 1 6 7
0* 7 6 -1
d. 31 19 -3
e. 60 69 2
a. 20 25 1
b. 33 25 -2
c« 25 25 0
d. 13 6 -4
e. 9 19 4
a. 1 0 -10
b. 4 6 2
Oe 18 IS -2
d. 28 25 -1
e. 49 56 1
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Itm. Percentage Proportion Scoring .7elght
Horta&X* (l4s) Psychcaxeurotics (16)
8* a. 10 6 -3
b. IS 19 1
«• 38 31 -2
d. 32 31 0
t* 5 13 6
9* &* 1 0 -10
b. 1 6 7
o. 6 19 7
d. 25 31 1
00 68 44 -5
10* e« 24 19 -2
b. 28 19 -5
o. 22 18 -1
d. 16 44 7
«• 10 0 H i
11. a. 10 19 4
b. 17 25 3
0* 44 38 -1
d. 24 12 —4
0* 5 6 1
12. ft. 10 44 10
b. 18 31 4
0. 28 13 -S
d. 27 12 -5
e. 17 0 -12
13. ft. 3 IS 7
b. 14 0 -12
c. 34 27 -2
d. 39 40 0
e. 10 20 4
14. ft. 17 27 3
b. 32 27 -1
c. 31 26 -1
d. 15 20 2
e. 5 0 -11
15. ft. 20 19 0
b. SO 44 3
c. 24 12 -4
d« 12 5 -4
e. 14 19 2
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I t m  P»rgcntar» Proportion Scoring
Uojptt&li {l43 J 'syoiianaorotics (.IG)
10* ft* 8 8 8
b* 6 18 4
o* 20 31 3
d* 38 39 -8
•• 44 31 -8
17# ft# 11 19 8
b. 38 8 •9
ft# 27 28 -1
d* 19 28 8
ft# 18 38 8
10# ft# 9 IS 2
b# U 13 1
o# 18 8 -6
<1* 27 19 -2
ft# 38 30 3
19* ft# 31 38 8
b# 31 31 0
0* 29 31 0
d* 7 0 -11
ft# 8 0 -10
20* ft# 2 IS 8
b* 12 13 1
o* 19 27 2
d# 19 20 0
o. 48 37 •5
21# A# 3 6 3
b# 8 0 -11
0# 18 19 0
4# 32 38 1
9* 42 37 -1
22* ft# 8 0 -11
b. 27 6
0# 58 31 -2
d. 24 44 8
ft# 3 19 9
23# ft# 18 0 -12
b# 10 28 5
0# 28 44 4
d# 30 6 -0
ft# 20 25 1
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Itam
28,
SO*
31.
P«r°entag< Proportion Scoring height
8 oraal* ( 1 4 3 ) Psychonourotioc (16)
a*
b.
«0
d.
a#
22
19
91
IB
10
6
12
58
25
19
-7
-3
2
2
4
a*
b.
«•
d.
«.
10
20
20
SB
12
25
12
25
88
0
6
-8
1
0
-11
a*
b.
o.
d.
42
29
28
4
2
88
12
26
19
6
-1
-6
1
8
6
a*
b.
e*
d*
••
1
10
52
28
84
12
15
81
19
26
10
1
0
-1
-2
*•
b,
0#
d.
•*
11
46
38
6
0
19
19
68
6
0
3
-7
4 
0 
0
a*
b.
»•
d,
••
16
51
28
21
8
26
31
IS
26
6
8
0
-6
1
1
a.
b.
«♦d*
o.
34
29
22
12
8
38
19
51
12
0
1
-3
2
0
-10
a«
b.
O.
d,
«•
2
6
12
40
41
12
25
13
11
19
8
9
1
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2S» S T t K W *  a°JWrtlq» Soaring if.lghtNormals (145) Payehoneurotice (16)
32* a. 17 38 6
bo 31 19 -3
0* 43 31 -6
d. 8 12 2
1 0 -10
SS« a« 37 31 -1b» 30 31 0
<s* 19 26 2ds 14 13 -1
0» 0 0 0
84* a. 47 31 -4
b. 46 69 6
c. 7 0 -11
d# 0 0 0
•« 1 0 -10
96* a# 3 0 -10
b. 6 6 1
c« 18 12 -2
d* 36 38 0
e. 36 44 2
86* ft* 7 12 3
b* 16 12 -2
«*• 37 26 -3d* 30 46 3
a* 10 6 -3
87* a* 8 6 -1b* 27 31 1
0* 46 44 0
<1* 19 13 -2
9* 1 6 7
38* a* 43 38 -1
b* 23 19 -1
0. S3 31 2
d. 8 12 29. 3 0 -10
39 • a* 8 7 -1b. 24 40 4
0* 41 27 -3
d« 19 13
a* 8 13 3
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Itwft P»ro»ntftgft Proportion Scoring w«lght
Vermftlfl (145) Payehonfturotlc8 (16)
40* ft# 36 38 0
b. 56 31 -1
o# 22 26 1
4# 6 6 1
•» 1 0 -10
4 6 2
b. 20 6 -7
o# 59 26 -2
d# 34 19 -4
*• 9 44 11
42# ft# 30 19 -3
b. 20 12 -3
a* S3 31 0
d# 17 38 6
•* 0 0 0
48# ft# 12 26 6
b« 22 19 -1
ft# 94 31 -1
d. 24 19 -2
ft# 8 6 -1
44# ft# 0 0 0
b# I 0 -10
a# 1 0 -10
d# 19 12 -3
ft# 79 88 3
46# ft# 16 12 -1
b# 22 0 -13
0# 24 44 5
d# 28 19 -3
e# 11 25 6
48# ft# 9 6 -2
b# 27 13 -6
o# 38 31 -2
d# 21 19 -1
ft# 5 31 10
47# ft# 3 6 5
b# 1 0 -10
0# 5 0 -10
d. 15 0 -12
e# 78 94 7
-it*
* *  wmm&ntnXSSu. (U , iasdaeJSida
48* a* a 6 0
b. . 8 19 6
a* 23 31 2d* 24 6 -7
•* 39 38 0
49* a# 8 31 8b# 6 0 -11t* 6 7 14* 20 8 •6a* 60 64 -1
60.* a* 1 0 -10b. 2 19 10a* 17 12 -2d* 16 6 -6a. 64 68 0
81* a* £ 12 8b* 10 12 1a* 80 19 -3d. 23 IS -4a* 35 44 2
52# a# 26 12 —5b# 36 25 -3o* 32 63 7d# 5 0 -11
*+ 1 0 -10
53# a# 8 27 11b* 3 0 -10a# 27 20 -2d. 35 33 0a# 32 20 -8
54» a* 4 6 2b# 43 69 60# 23 IS -4d, 27 12 -5a* 8 0 -10
55* a* 1 0 -10b% 0 6 110. £ 7 6d, 27 7 -8o* 70 80 S
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jjwwatige Proportion Sowing afrlrM
* •Wfcla (M3* T^Tohonoriretien (16)
re* a * 48 19b. 30 62
0. 9 10d* 5 0•• 1 0
67* a . 11 0b. 11 13
A. 30 20d. 82 20•» 20 47
re* a* 2 6b# 8 19
•* 12 6d. 38 26•• 45 44
69* a * 6 6b. 8 19o. 17 IEd* 84 26
a * SC m
60* A* 32 60b* 26 26o* 84 ISd* 10 6• * 8 6
61* a* 21 15b* 82 81o* 37 50d. 17 6A* 5 0
82* a * 6 12b* 12 13o* 83 10d* 24 25A* 32 31
83* A* e 7b* 4 0
0* 15 31d* 81 31
®* 46 51
-7
6
4 
-lo 
-10
*11
1
*8
-1
5
6 
0
•*£
-3
0
0
e
-2
-2
X
4
0
-4
-1
-S
£
3
-6
-10
A1 
-2
0
0
2 
-10
s
0
-3
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lt«_ frraMUR. lvy >.SS1«f, Soaring mightBormal* (145) Psyehaneurotica (16)
64. a* 6 26 3
b« 24 38 3
o* 40 25 -4
d. 27 12 -5
e* 3 0 -10
65* a* 1 12 10
b. 10 19 4
0* 27 19 -2d. 48 31 -4
«♦ 14 19 2
66. a. 1 0 -10b. 7 6 -1
0. 27 19 *2d. 28 51 i
0. 37 44 i
67. a. 6 0 -iib. 9 13 5o* 13 6 -6d. 36 26 -20. 33 56 6
68. a. 7 12 3b# 14 0 -120. 40 38 0do 36 44 2«• 3 6 3
69. a. 4 0 -10b. 14 25 40. 42 25 -4d. 51 25 -1a. 9 25 6
70. a. 21 25 1bo 22 13 -3*• 23 56 8d. 25 6 -8e. 9 0 -11
71. ft. 10 6 -3b. 13 19 2o* 17 31 4d. 56 8 -110. 24 38 3
-41-
liS2- w , s Sporing WeightI om«lB 1148) Payphonaurot i o • (16}
78. a. 57 63 1
b. SO 31 0
o. 11 6 -5
A. 1 0 -10
a. 1 0 -10
73. a* 40 33 0b. 17 26 s
o* 16 11 -2d. 15 IS -1
a. IS IS 0
74, a. 1 13 10b. 5 19 7o. 16 IS -2a. S3 0 -13e. 56 53 0
76, a. 3 19 5b. 6 IS 4a* 14 6 -5d. 37 25 0
0* 36 33 0
76. a. 12 19 5b. 7 12 8
0. 13 19 2d, 15 0 -12*• 63 CO -1
77. a. 10 19 4b. 8 25 £
0. 15 25 3d. 24 12 —4e. 45 19 -6
78. a. 2 0 -10b. 3 12 7
0. 15 12 -1d. 18 15 -26 • 64 63 0
79. a. 29 19 -3b. 13 87 7
0. 20 6 -7d. 25 19 -1• • 15 19 1
■48*
Itja t o s s f r n  iffiortloB s w l n c  might
Vorm&lt (148) Payohoaeurcrticft (16)
80* 8i# 16 19 1b. 22 25 1
ft* 29 19 -5d. 18 26 2
0 # IS 12 •1
81# a# 10 0 -11b. 11 38 8
0, 30 50 4d. 38 12 “79* 14 0 -12
88# a# 12 19 3b* 35 44 2
ft. 41 31 -2d. 10 6 -59# 2 • -10
83# a# 4 7 3b* 3 6 3
0# 23 31 13# 34 26 -29# 81 31 0
84* a. 25 44 4b# 46 38 -1
0* ei 12 -3d# 7 6 -19# e 0 -10
85. a* li 12 1
** 16 19 1«• 40 19 -6
d# 28 25 19# 11 25 6
86* a* 15 31 5b# 24 25 0
o» 87 25 -3d. 18 19 09* 6 0 -11
87 * a. 4 28 9b. 27 13 -5
0* 87 25 —3d* 89 31 09* S 6 3
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ttga Pero<rot&K0 Proportion Scoring WalrJxt
Honaala (143) Paychmeurotioa (16)
88. *, 0 6 11
b. 5 19 7
o» 20 12 -3
d0 50 44 -1
0. 25 19 -2
89* ki 3 6 3
b. 15 19 1
o* 38 38 0
d* 38 37 0
a* 10 0 -11
90* &. 34 31 -1
b. 31 31 0
o« 22 19 -1
12 13 1
a. 1 6 7
91* a. IT 6 -6
b. 18 19 0
c. 25 25 0
d« 29 19 -5
0 * 11 31 G
92# 0# 13 0 -4
b. 25 50 3
Of 29 12 -6do 26 19 -2
0* ? 13 3
93. a. 29 19 -3
h. 32 SO 4
o# 22 19 -1d. 15 G -5
0* 2 G 5
94. a. 10 25 5
b. 33 50 3
0. 37 13 -7
d. 15 3 -5
o. 3 * *o 3
96. a. 15 19 1
b. 17 31 A
0. 24 12 mA
d. 25 13 -4
a. 19 25 2
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Itean Parentage Proportion Scoring .,el;-ht
lom&la (143) Pgychone jro-’-ics (16)
96* a* 12 0 -11b. 39 > -1 : j
o* 41 37
d. 7 13
•» 1 6 r
97, a. S3 44 Ib. 30 ?1 M
22 IP -1d. 7 0 *21
a. 3 6 r*
J8 • a , 3 6 r*ob. 25 12 —6
<3* 2ci 26
d. 33 33 1
a § 11 10 •j
99* a# 36 19 -4
b. 31 19 -6
c. 13 25 ,3
d. r> 12 1
3 25
100, a. 11 3 -3
b. 22 6 •7
c. 37 tj> O 0d. 2 2 44 5
a* a 6 m l
-4*»
Tho &4l Soft la 
P o m  X
1* I fool happiest Ia tujy took or activity when I ra ia s position 
of leadership*
A| b| 4| d| O
2. I make it ny business to know find cultivate persons wiio are 
considered inport&at.
bn On d* o* a
3* 1 fool that sex lias boon llloo o tyrant in ry life*
On d* 0* On b
4* I fool that it is wj duty to h o w  children.
d| Of Of b* o
6* I h a w  usually felt Justified In WLddnc others in the tooth, 
to jjei W?T4Rt I wanted*
O. On bn 0. d
8* I fool that tho raost important thin£ in life is mrriare and a 
family*
On bn ®* 4n O
7. I bellow that otto should yet his own share first r.nd lot tho 
otlior follow ta!f» cars of hlsaealf *
b# o, d, e, a
8* I feel happiest whoa I can do Rcssethitin rood for ea-isono vd-thout 
his knowing; it*
0* d* o# », b
9* I like to do as I’m told and act haw to think Par -rysself.
d. e, a, b, e
10* Tho most taporbent Influence in ny life has heon ny father.
0t ft* b# 0* d
11* In mi* estiwatioiin girths to ot;\ors is the boat v?->rk one can do*
a* b. o* d* o
18* My worst fault Is being too concerned with nvaelf*
b, o* d| e* a
-47-
13* 1 have usually put the liappiaesa of sty parents before any 
personal plana.
et d* e* a. b
14* 1 fool that tho works of the nlad ore ziore inportent than 
individual power and glory*
•• *# *• ®
18* I fool that having children ia not essential to nv hapnimose*
•* «» *>» d 
16. I think that a dog la a person's beat friend.
a, b, e, d* •
17* I an unhappy if X hows to be alone ranch of the time*
b, e, d* a. a
18. 1 oeanot see why some people aalae peta of oats.
o# d* a, a* b
19* I wont to r,et to the top and really be eonebody.
d, e* a* b« o
20* 1 want to fall in love but X can't seem to find tho ri-*ht partner*
o* a* b| ot d
21* I'd rather study end develop ay raind than a pond a lot* of ttao at 
danoes and parties*
a, b, e* d* e
22* 1 find that quit* a lot of the time % can't trust anybody's
judgaunxfe but say am*
b* o, d* e* a
23. I feel that I will bo happiest when I can livs and -r r'c in a 
big oity*
op d* e, a* b
24* 1 feel that I will be happiest witem X can live and work in a 
email place far from the erewded cities*
d* s. &t b* o
-40
tt* fb* appreciation ef th* people X work with means a greet; deal to □*•
•» *» o# d
20# X feel nor* ooutorrted if I oan work by uyoelf.
a, b, e# d, •
27* I doubt if 1*11 over get raarried because I don't want to r-iv* up 
my £r>«dou
bj Q| d| Cf a
20* X want to male* money and aor* mou*y# and X will never li&vw too 
ntaoh money* because that* a what rnkee the world go round*
®i b
28* X an nor* interested in practicality than in ideal isa*
d* ®# A* bf 0
S0» X detest persons who hav* odors and aren’t always scrupulous 
abo.it personal oleanlinoBS*
*( a* b. o» d
SI* If X were disfigured or had to Imve a llab amputated# I think 
i *d kill Myself*
a* b* o, d* e
82* i'y hone and faaily mean more to urn than anything else in the world*
b* o* d| a# a
33* I have a feeling of discomfort if t us r o m  or house i live in is 
not decorated and arranged just rir'at*
0* d| ©, a* b
S4* X think a person should spend his best in tine nnd on*r.,y on hie 
education*
d* *, a* b# o
3S» 1 don't want to live to bo so old that ‘ *11 be do .xjrtdent aad uselose.
e* a, b# o* d
30* I want to achieve aoraslhkif while I*a alive so tlmt iay nan© trill he 
rwmeabered for a long tine*
a* b, 9| d» «
•4 9»
37* X find atflb atltfMtiai in reUgiat biwuao it giws am opportunity 
to do good for others without thought of tolf *
b* o, d, a, a
SO* the B M t  important iafltioaoo in my life hoe boon irr mother*
o, d* e, a, b
30* I fool that sex la a way of realising onesoIf, and that thooo who 
don’t art mlsaing ao^wthlng*
dt •* a* b« o
40* 1 like to dress wall* mid I go to a lot of trouble to ooe that my 
olothoo are the boot X oan yet and look just right.
a* a, b* oa d
41* X don't taka any abueo from anybody* aad wluni someone trio* to hand 
it to no* there's troublo*
a* b* ea da o
42* Getting out by myself dooo ms m r o  good than anything oloo*
b* o# d, oa a
48* I don't mind suggestiona* but X kitbo to take orders*
ca d* oa aa b
'34* X don't mind being n & w  to a weak person because it probably does 
him good in tho long run*
da ot Of ba c
45. I enjoy w r y  moii tho experience of being 0350 of a large crowd 
that la united by a purpose*
•• a* ba 0 * d
48* X find that a tough decision la easier to make if I eon talk It 
over with friends 2 trust.
a* ba oa da o
47* 1 oan't see anything wrong about nob lynohinga if Use • orson Inched 
really deserved it*
bf a. df 0 * a
43. Having a low affair always goto me involved to shore t hurts. so 
I try to stay away fron tie serious ones*
0* da ea a* b
-80-
49* I  ean drink *  large M ount, but w u  niton I fe e l tho o ff*a t of 
tho liquor I hate to lot 20*
d , e , t ,  b, c
80* I fool that ooqc le o neoeasary evil*
o, a, b, o, d
81* In thle world tiw> strong r.ile over tho weak* and I think that'a 
the nay it should ho*
a, b| Oj d| o
52# fflm I piny a gmao# !*ve got to motor it and win at it or I*a 
miserable*
b| 0# dj 0| a
69* I have a very great distnxie for doing anything if I iuive to do 
it along with a largo number of others*
o, d* e* a, b
04. It may be a noble thim; to die for a cause* hut onoe I*» dead* 
tho o&use ia finished*
d* o* ft, b* 0
55. Bhen I got In trouble It*a usually because someone else nwcaos 
me up and then leaves re to ta’ce the blano.
e* a* b, e, d
56* I oa nosb unhaoy v<he» I have to sub-alt to be inn shoved around*
a* b* o* d* e
S?» I am very fond of big oh irdh weddings*
b, e* d, o, a
88* Thinking or reading or talking about death depresses me*
o, d* o, a* b
S3* I would never mrdor anyone* but I have sons aonimintaooon the 
world would be otter off without*
d, e, a, b, e
80* If 1 enjoy life as muoh as I eon, 1*11 have tho beat possible 
ohaaoo of making cithers harray*
o* a* h* o* d
•61*
61* What I want la to "bo able to do i&a.tever X please whenever I feel 
U*» It,
a, b, O, &, o
OS* I fool that tho person who doesn't 2,l~m eud strive for tho c;ood of 
mankind might as well be deed*
b* o( d* 0, a
68* JXaving aidldron should a-crt tie allowed to Interfere vrith tiw 
personal lives of the mronta.
«* d, e* a* b
04* The opinions of others about m  Influence m  in nearly everything 
i do*
d, e, a* b, c
@5* I oftar. ’uoc.ttr.to too ask for things for fear •-.•f bsiur robuffod*
e, a* b, c4 &
(JG* As X see It, sea: Is frn btrt ,.\at realty oô -̂ nt.U- X i-:> ha~} laee**
a, o, d, ©
G7« The goal X oa working toward is so Iraportenh f.uit it ■k’stifieo 
almost any ms-'no T may fl-r-loy,.
t, o, d, 6* a
68* I don't mind giving up things If I feel that ray small sacrifices
are contributing to tho esrrstn rood,
o, d* ©, a, b
#9* I feel that wo m y  «%fely artrosfc oar affaire to onr Important man*
d, e<, ii, b, c
70* I fool that ny duty to myself and ftuily oeaee before saving tho 
world*
e, a, h, o, d
71, I should life© to keep m  Xivi.\g Ltdof i:Italy,
a, b, o, d, e
?a* I oaro very little about ?ty surroundings so long as I can earrr an
the work that geons Important to me,
b, c, t., ©, c.
■52-
75* Without rsfSrenoe to religion, X feel that there ic a life of
aor.ie sort after death, where I m i l  have the sa » identity that 
X have now,
o, d, e, a, h
74* X feel that rsMpriâ e l# too restricting, »*nd that .r'on. the hunen 
raoe ie more mature, taarrin-;;# won’t bo necessary#
<li «i ft# *• •
75* For me the moat horrible thought of all is tho tho'-.rht of ny oan 
death*
e, a, 3>| e, d
76# I see nothing won;: with dissecting living antra Is ‘or eacpartaontal 
purposes, as the lower forms of life do not suffer «ln as we Jmow 
it#
a, b, o, d, o
77# 1 think babies are enroot, an??, it .1001113 to me that a -erscm never
again is so lovable as In babyhood#
b, e, d, e, a
78# It seams to rv» that certain neroeas are Inherently superior to the 
rest of us, and tuat it is right and ,1ust tlmt those persons should 
have greater privileges#
e, d, e, a, b
79# I an m e t  oonforted by the theu;ht that there is a God who watches 
over m  personally a:v? who ~r*ll always protect ne#
d, e, a, b, e
60# She moot important influence in my life has been il*at of my brother 
or sister*
e, a, b, c, d
81# I oannot help giving money to beggars and oripples*
ft# *̂# d, d, e
32# iiorklag for the good of otiiore is what makes life worthwhile to o,
b, e, d, e, a
68* I feel moat content ir thinking of myself as n ssmll nor *0 a bis 
mahine*
<3, d, ®, a, b
■53*
84* Per n», being la lava is the aosfc important mcporieuce ia life.
d, «, t, b, •
88* Z appreciate having ay work laid out for as by those who are
alaar thea 1 oa*
®» s* 0| d
86* ..'a ay aay of thinking, having wealth is hot so important as
aeooKtpliahla^ aonothi-ig for Lii© good of laaakind,
a, b, c, a, c
67* I have usually put the welfare of other ^oabors of -\y fondly 
alieud of wy own deeires and needs*
bt c, €, 0, a
6U* I prefer to be a follower rathor then a leudor.
0, d| 0| Af b
89* I often hesitate to pro sr. for w*.iat 1 want because I do not wish 
to deprive aaaeouo clue#
d* O* C.s b, d
90* ffhe person I adaire most is tho soiontlst who dowlas M s  life 
to the sorrioe of laan’d-id*
o* a* u, o, d
91* I IISes belauglag to a auator of groups sad f.hvi .mtoh sat1affection
ia ay Msnbarslulp*
“*» o# d, o
02* I fi id it natural to volunteer for various ohoros arr-und tho house.
b* Oj dj 9, a
93* A period of isolation Jui tho vtuods or at tho aot-.*T- .ore ••--.I'waye 
itsdns as oaxious to get baoh to wher© there are people again*
©* is o* a* o
94* It saaus to ue that I go to ounslderablo trouble i-r awid Jyirfc- 
lag others*
<!« e, a, b, o
96* Death holds no terrors f r o leofeuse I feol that I ais part of e, 
larger purpose•
? i a* h * o* d
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M *  Th# ftaranGMt ^nation thsit I bivro &mr felt be
*# ©* d, •
9ff Is «y set last Km, a nan* a faith i« hia naat important asoot#
b# o, d, a, a
f8i 1 flad Hist pooplo to. id to tall -so about thmaoolvM* and tlott It
la natural for Ml t© booono * r-olnod la thoir pro'll
o, d, o, av h
99* I fool that t O M  isnror ro m y  shat ay parents haw
d, o, a, b, o
100* than I asffwr fata or ’llr.oar! T usually try to !*op it to ny- 
aolf ao -xfl not to laoonvaei.lonoo abhors*
n, b, o, d
■*65*
The £■£ Soale
t orn II
Complete Seeli statement by drawing a circle around the letter indicating tha word or 
phrase which makes it fit you* Tha conploted statement should be one that ia true 
for you, insofar as you know yourself* .fork quickly*
In any teak or activity, I want to have 
a position of leadership
a. Always d« Sometimes
b, Vary frequently a* Seldom 
o* Frequently
2* I oaks it fay business to know and eul 
tivata persons who are considered im­
portant
a* Always d* Sctastimea
b# Very frequently a* Seldom
o« Frequently
3* in my life, sen ia
a* Very important d* Minor
b* Import ant a* negligible
o* Moderately important
4, That it la wy duty to have children,
I am convinced
a* Vary strongly d* Mildly
b* Strongly a* Mot at all
c* Moderately
9* I like to do aa I’m told and not have 
to think for myself 
a# Always d# Sometimes
b# Very frequently e. Seldom
o. Frequently
10# la my life, the influence of my father 
la
a# Vary important d« Minor
b, important a# Negligible
c« Moderately important
11# I feel that giving to ethers ie tha 
beat work one can do 
a# Vary strongly d# Mildly
b« strongly a# Mot at all
o* Moderately
12# I feel that my worst fault ia being 
too concerned with myself 
a# Very strongly d# Mildly
b. Strongly e* Net at all
a# Moderately
6# I feel Justified in taking advantage of 
others te gat what I want 
a* Alwaye d# Sometimes
b# Vary frequently e« Seldom 
o# Frequently
6# I feel that the most important thing 
in lift it marriage and a family 
a* Very strongly d« Mildly
h« Strongly a# Mot at all
o# Moderately
7# 1 believe that one should get hie own 
share first and never mind the ofcluar 
fellow
a# Very strongly d« Mildly
b, Strongly e* Not et all
o. Moderately
8# I feel happy about doing something
good for earns one without his knowing it 
a* Always d# Sometimes
b* Very frequently a# Seldom 
o# Frequently
IS# 1 put the happiness of my parents 
before any personal plus
a. Always d# Sometinjs*
b« Very frequently e* So Idea
o* Frequently
14* X feel that intellectual achievement 
ia mere important than prestige and 
glory
a* Very strongly d* Mildly
b* Strongly e* Bart at all
c* Moderately
16* I feel that -isvinr, onildran ia es­
sential to *y happiness 
a# Very strongly d# Mildly
b* Strongly e* Not at all
o« Moderately
16# X feel that dog is a person's best 
friend
a# Very strongly d# toildly
b# Strongly e« Met at all
o* Moderately
17* X dislike being alone snioh of tho tin* 
«t Vbry strongly d. Ill Idly
b. Strongly e* Hot at all
«• Moderately
18* fly dislike of cots la
a* Very strong d* Slight
b« Strong e. Nonexistent
0* Moderate
19* I want to got to the top and really 
bo somebody
o* Tory strongly d. Mildly
b* Strongly e« Hot at all
o* Moderately
20* I shy away frcaa lev© affairs because I 
ean*t find tho right partner 
a* Always d* Sestet lass
b* Tory frequently o« Soldoaa 
o* Frequently
21* I profor study and intellectual devel­
opment to dances and parties 
a* Always d* Soustloos
b* Tory frequently e. Seldom 
o« Frequently
22* 1 trust oy own Judgment in preference 
to the Judgment of others 
a* Always d* Sometimes
b* Tory frequently e* Seldom 
o« Frequently
23* I like Hriug and working in a big 
eity
a* Tory muoh d* Mildly
b. Mudh 0* Hot at all
o. Moderately
24* 1 like living and working in a small 
eornomity
a* Tory muoh d« Mildly
b* Muoh e« "ot at all
e* Moderately
28* I feel wore contented if I oan work by 
myself
a* Always d« Sometimes
b* Tory frequently o. Seldom 
e. Frequently
86* The appreciation of the people I work 
with la important to ue 
a* Alwaye d* Sometimes
b* Very frequently e* Ssldcn 
o* Frequently
27* To me* marriage would wean giving up 
freedom
a. Completely d« Very little
b* Substantially e* Hat at all
e* Partially
26* In ay life* money is
a* Very important d* Minor
b* Important e* Negligible
0* Moderately Important
29* 1 aa more interested in practicality 
than in idealism
a* Always d* Sometimes
b* Very frequently e* Seldom
o* Frequently
SO* I dislike persons who have body odors 
a* Very strongly d* Mildly
b* Strongly e. Not at all
c» Moderately
31* If X were disfigured or had to have 
a limb amputated* my desire to kill 
myself would be 
a * Very strong d* Slight
b* Strong e* Hauexistent
<j, Moderate
32*To we* home and family
a* Everything d« Relatively
b* Nearly everything little
o* Mush e* Little
S3* I dislike a disarranged or Improper­
ly decorated room or house 
a* Very strongly d« Hi Idly
b. Strongly a, IT orb at all
o* Moderately
34* In ay life* education is
a* Very important d* Minor
b* Important e. Negligible
o* Moderately important
35* My desire to live to a great age* 
oven if it means being dependent and 
xjae loss* is
a* Vary strong d* Slight
b* Strang e* Nonexistent
a* Moderate
36. :iy desire for achievement* so that 
my name will be remembered* is 
a* Very strong d* Slight
b. Strong e. Nonexistent
o. Moderate
-67'
i n  In ®y lifi| doing good for others vrith-
SUt thOUght of Sftlf ii 
it V w y  inportont d# Minor
b« Laportes* •• Negligible
Ok Moderately iaporti-rit
88# In ay life# tho influenes of ay uather 
in
o# Vory important d# Minor
b# Important «. ",0£li!;:ibl-■
o# Moderately important
39* Son# as ft any of realising e«eaelf» la 
to no
i« Vory istportu-Tb d, Vinar
b# Important o« Seglirible
o# Moderately important
40# Being noil dressed 3uid looking j' 
right lo to ran 
ft# Vory important d« Minor
bi Important o» Seplifibie
Ok Moderately impariaurb
41# I oan stand abuso from others
a# Vory oftolly d# With difficulty
b. Basily o# With great dif-
o# Moderately fioulty
42# I enjoy getting owtdoors by nyaolf 
ft# Vory aueh d# Mildly
b# Muoh 0# Not at all
o# Modoratoly
43# 1 resent taking orders
a# Vory strongly d# Mildly
b# Strongly o# at at all
o* ;od»ra«©iy
44# 1 fool that bsiny to a woaj; per­
son is justified 
a# Always 4# SanetiTaafS
b# Vory frequeintly e* Seldau, 
o. Frequently
45# I enjoy being one of a largo orowd 
that 1s salted by a purpose 
a# Vory such d# Mildly
b# Mush ©* -’at at. all
Ok Moderately
46# I prefer to tallc over a ioujh dec’-r/ • ' 
with trusted friends 
a# Always d# SoRstires
b. Very frequently o, Soldota 
0« Frequently
47# In ny ostimtion, aob lynohinge ore 
justified if the perso.1 lynched real­
ly deserved it
a# Always d# Sonetinee
b# Very frequo F ly o, elders
c# Frequently
46# 1 stay away frees serious love affairs
so as not to get Involved to the point 
wild re it 3 iiar 18
a# Always d# Soretirer
b# Very frequoirfcly Oc Soldo®
o# Frequently
49# I'vea if I iitiw a:' & lwrge amount of
liquor# It is difficult far re to let 
go end really enjoy myself 
a# always i« Gometlres
b# Very frequently o# Foldca
e# Frequently
50# I fool that sox is a necessary evil 
a# Very strongly d# Mildly
b# Strongly o« Fat at all
3* Modoratoly
5.; , « fool it is right that the strong 
rule over tho .ea’c L> this world 
a# Very straggly d# Mildly
b« Strongly o* 'Tot at all
o# Moderately
52» rfhar. plo/ia-; a guae# 1 wani to master 
it and win at it 
a# Very strongly d# Mildly
b# Strongly e# Mob «t all
o» Moderately
58# 1 disUhe doing tF.kigs along with a 
large number of othors 
a# Very strongly d* Mildly
b# Strongly «« hot at all
0# Moderately
54# Vo die for a eauee acasas to re
a# -Glorious d. >.oioss
b* Com aniable a. .forribie
o# *.oc©scary
35. itl»r persona tiro to bla-jo for my 
getting in trouble- 
a# Altir.ys 1. '-crefelaes
i# Very frequently e# .-cldosa
o# Frequently
■*58*
66* X resant being ehowd around 
a* Vary strongly d# Mildly
b* strongly a. Hob at all
<>■ *oder©tely
07, I enloy M g  church weddings 
a* Vary strongly d« Mildly
b, Strongly *« Hot at all
0, Moderately
68, Thinking or reading or talking about 
deeth depresses mo 
a, 7ery greatly da yildly
b# Greatly «. Soft at all
0* Moderately
59 a Although. X do not ap.-awe of JTwrfier,
X feel thut certain mrnanz be
disposed of
a. Very atr-. A. Mildly
ba Strongly e. Vert at all
0* ModerateXy
60, I feel that if X on.joy life &« vasch as i. 
oan, T * 11 haw the boat possible enanoe 
of mldLnt* others ha:>;*y 
a. Very •trolly d. Mildly
b» Strongly t. Merc at all
o. Moderately
61a I wont to able tn do nt.rvfeover X 
please whenmror I fool like it
a# Very str.' zlj X. iitiXy
b* P t m g l y  e* !Tet at- all
o* vodewtely
68a 1 f e d  v. :K/<1 ̂ - *!r>i*.' lO-'M-  ̂" jfcl.'vT6*
and strive for the f«;ood of .smklnd 
night as well be dead 
n* Very stron"ly d. wildly
b* 'j'trongly #• Hot at all
«♦ Moderately
85* T feel thvfc Maflnj chillma should not
lie allowed to interfere *<lth the per** 
gon&l U t 99 of parents 
a. Very strongly au ill Idly
ba strongly c. 'ot nt all
Oa ;\-3d«rctc\7
04 ■ X am influenced by tho eptaimB of 
©there abort -t o
a. Very strongly d* 'XUdly
b. Wrongly o« :-ot at all
Oa t'.odera.-ivjly
05 a I hesitate to coir for tiii.o;e for fear 
of being rebuffed
Mwaya d. iocwiimes
ba Very freque^tl- e, :>3ltxi
o. rec’Kiitly
G6# 2 feel that a n  way fv-i but is not 
really essential to y fupoiaeae 
&• Very stron' ly 1, ildly
ba Strongly «, ! ; *t at :.ll
o. odom.boiy
6?a Xa ’-y estlisvtioa,, er is-xurtaat goal 
.just fficn Aji-f ne^xe 
a, Alwaye cU ̂ csasiinos
ba Very froruwAly e» Seldoa
e# ^reqiwntly
38a If i- foel visit iny s*wr)fioes ore con­
tributing, to the ao&mon good, I an 
liappy to give up things 
a, Aiwa:;1® d. Saratiros
b* Very freoauntly y, oeldara
o* Frequently
33, X feol that we say s-.faly astrust our 
affairs to our iraportartfc v:«m 
a* always d. "o-vtirjoe
b# Very iro'-vvr-Vf' q* bcldoa
o» i rec iently
70* I feel that ny dirty to myself a?*?, 
family co.-ios i-afore cô sx.\i.ty or 
national duty
(.< Always <i« tacwrtl'ao®
b* Very frequently a, Moldan
o. Frequently
-.1* * ,y desire to a*,; c.:>. ii-wwy; indefl'iite' 
ly is
a# Very afcran- d* Mil -hf.
ba Oiroasf. 6. lif̂ jesistont
t ioder&te
73* . ;y rr-?rsd.:.i;; IV,:.. . :• JTToundinf©
^re to r-s
a. vory ia>->orfe:«b vino?
i>« Inportaut c* V^licil-le
o* Moderate7. * •*..r'-sv-t
73* 7 foc.-i •‘■■Xiiit ii'ii’c ,r; ■ life 
.loath
a* very strongly da ildly
La strongly ©, lot at nil
0* Jioderctely
-59-
74* I fMel that iiMPrtfcG* i« too restrict- 35.
lag*• Very strongly d» Uildiy
b* Strongly «« jo* at all
o. Moderately
78* I dislike tha thought of ay am, dosfeh 34*
a. Vary strongly 4* Mildly
b* Strongly a* Mot at all
o. Moderately
78* I an against diaaeciing living auJbaala
for experltteatsnl rnr otises 35.
a* Vary strongly d. ’'ildly
b. Strongly a. Mot at all
a* Moderately
77. 1 foal tliat a parson is never so sw>«t
and lovable a* in. babyhood 
a. Vary strongly d. mildly 33.
b» Strongly •« Mat at all
a. Moderately
73* It eoens to me that certain persons :m.*o 
Inherently superior to tho rest of us. 
and that It ia right and ,-juat that those 
parsons should have greater privileges 37.
a. Very strongly d. !'Ildly
b, JJtr<->ngly e. ■'«* at all
a. Moderately
79* J. fool that them i® a hotl Wf.o w  toJios 
o w r  uoroo’anl'ly end -*hn will nlvmya 
protect no 33.
a. Very strongly d. 'hiIdly
h, Strongly e* Hot at all
o# Moderately
30* In my lift* the influence of ray brothor
or rioter is 39.
e.« Vory important d. i'iiuor
b, important o* Heslinihle 
o* Moderately Important
I like h'Oing a small oog in a big 
Machine
a. Vary Math d. HIMly
b. Much a. Hot at all
c. Moderately
As an experience in life, being in 
love is for oa
a* Very important d* Minor
b. Important s. Herliglbla
o. lioderatoly Important
I appreciate havin’- my work laid out
for ,58 by those vrho are -.Tisor tli&n I 
an
a. Very stueh 3* Vildly
b. Much a. Hot at all
o. Moderately
I feel tliat having uroalth is ncrfc so 
important as accomplishing aasething 
fear the good of mankind
a. Very strongly
b. Strongly
c. Moderately
ildly 
e. hot at all
81. I am sscved to give money to tog^ars 
and cripples
a. Very strongly rl* Mildly
b. ftrcKly o. Hot at all
c* . iaderately
30.
1 ;JUt the wolfare of other members of 
my family ohond my own desires
and. .needs
a. Always d. Sometimes
b. Very frequently o. Seldom
a» Proqurntly
1 prefer t-o -a follawor ratl»r then 
a loader
a. Always d. dacsefci'iwiB
b, Very fraq'jwrtly o. So Idem
o. rrsqmoritly
X hesitato to press for vfiat 1 v/unt 
beoause I do act m a h  to deprive 
•jomao-'.o a In©
a. Always d* 'ornotimoa
Very frequently a, Aoidon
o. Frequently
1 admire tho actrrhirt rjh.o devotes 
iiis Z’.xO Ac the aorv'o.y nsah.lnd 
a* Vory strongly d. Mildly
32. Marking for tho good of other® is to m®
a. Vory important d* isaor
b« Inperfcosst s. Negligible: 31.
c. hodorotoly important
b• Strongly 
q* Moderately
O k> i t all
X li'ro belongin’', to a number of groups 
ru»d find satisfaction in. ny :&3nber$Mp
a. Very much d. "ildly
b. 'ouch e* dot at all
c. Vcv.ojr'.tcl-.j’
•60-
9E# I find it natuarul to volunteer for var­
ious ohores around tne house 
a« Always d« .lo^wtimes
b* Vory frequently »• Seldom
o« Frequently
9S# After a period of isolation in the 
woods or at the seashore, X want to 
get b&ok to where there are people 
again
»• Very strongly d# Mildly
b# Strongly ©• Not at all
0 # Moderately
94• I f.o to eonsdurable trouble to avoid 
hurtl'1.5 others
a* Alwuyn d. ..'orjetlBfe
b* Very frequently o, Seldom
o» frequently
96* I feel t;tat death ia nothing "-eoauoe 
1 am a part of a larger purpose 
a* Vory strongly d« Mildly
b. Strongly o* fat at ail
o* Moderately
97# ua :ay life* ii*> ascot of faith is 
a* Very important d* Minor
b* Important ©•
o, ’.oderctoly importc-nt
98# 1 find that people tend to tell :*> 
about thonsolves, and tiaf It is 
natural fur ;ya to Kc-vcrss Involved in 
their problucu?
a# Always v Of<ieti.ue*
b# Very frequently ©* Seldom 
c# frequently
99# I fool that I o&n never repay what my 
p a r e n t s  h o v e  fc-.-io - o r  o  
a# Very strongly tl# Mildly
b# Strongly c» -ot at all
0# Maderatoly
100# v3h«i I suffer pain or illness, I try 
to weep it to .v/soif so as not to 
inoorrnsnionce others 
a. Always cl# fo-jc tinea
b# Very frequently c» Seldom
o# i’reque.itiy
98# In xay life# the emotion of patriotism 
is
a# Vory strong <1« Slight
b# Strong Nonexistent
o# Moderate
Jfacae >ez
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